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specific myth is rooted in medieval chivalric tales and the primal story 
of good versus evil: “[T]he great Manicheism which sets the forces of 
evil over against the knights of the true cause.” Indeed, one of the most 
common traits of the Western is the clear identification of good and evil, 
usually by the color of one’s hat.

While the Western has not been popular in recent years, several 
Western movies were released in 2016, most notably “The Magnificent 
Seven” and “Hell or High Water,” as well as an impressive HBO series 
called “Westworld.”

A Classic & the Re(re)make
Many Hollywood movies are remakes of previously successful films, 

mostly to ensure financial return. This often takes precedence over bold and 
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Makes, Remakes, Flakes, High Stakes

Western films have been made since the beginning of cinema, 
yet the genre was not taken seriously until the 1950s when film 

critics took a deeper look. André Bazin, a French film theorist, placed 
the Western on a celluloid pedestal far above mere entertainment, in his 
article, “The Western: or the American Film Par Excellence.” The Western 
transcends the galloping horses and gunfights, Bazin wrote. “[Those] 
formal attributes by which one normally recognizes the Western are 
simply signs or symbols of its profound reality, namely the myth.” This 
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framed against the open landscapes, twirling his gun and riding his horse in 
shots with lens flares that would make director J.J. Abrams proud. However, 
regardless of Fuqua’s attempt to avoid a racial story, race is hard to miss. And 
this goes beyond the race of the film’s leading man.

Fuqua also cast Korean film star Byung-hun Lee as the knife expert Billy 
Rocks, Mexican star Manuel Garcia-Rulfo as the outlaw Vasquez, and Martin 
Sensmeier, who is of Tlingit, Koyukon-Athabascan and Irish descent, as Red 
Harvest, as an outcast Native American warrior. The white actors, Chris 
Pratt, Ethan Hawke (who played opposite Washington in “Training Day”) 
and Vincent D’Onofrio, play the remaining three Magnificents.

To some extent, the casting of minorities as the majority of lead actors 
seems a direct response to the #Oscarsowhite controversy around last year’s 
Academy Award ceremony, based on complaints that the Academy had 
nominated only white actors for two straight years.

In the movie, set 14 years after the end of the Civil War, there is no racial 
controversy. The predominately white people of Rose Creek take no notice 
that the man hired to help them, Sam Chisholm, is black. Ironically, the only 
characters who acknowledge race are the Magnificent Seven themselves. 
Billy Rocks mentions he has had problems with white men. Later, when 
Chisholm introduces Vazquez to the group, Josh Faraday (an Irish gambler 
played by Chris Pratt) quips, “we got us a Mexican.” After several awkward 
moments, Jack Horne (a white mountain man played by Vincent D’Onofrio), 
who once collected Native American scalps for reward, is shocked when he 
learns that Red Harvest can speak English.

Worse, if the film aims to be post-racial, it stumbles on stereotypes: The 
Mexican is an outlaw, the Native American is a warrior complete with face 
paint, and the Asian remains mysterious and seems to have been trained in 
an ancient martial art.

Flake of a Remake
“The Magnificent Seven” is not about diversity but cooperation in diver-

sity, which is presented as the highest American ideal. Unfortunately, the 
film fails at the one thing that so many action adventure superhero movies 
fail at: a deeper diversity vis-à-vis plot and character development.

To begin, the story is recycled without adding value. The basic story is 
the foundation of almost every superhero movie today. Listen to the plot 
summary: The members of the “The Avengers,” I mean “The Magnificent 
Seven,” are a ragtag group of immensely diverse men with very specific 
powers skills brought together by psychic Professor Xavier Warrant 
Officer Sam Chisholm. Chisholm is hired by a recently widowed young 
woman to free her town, Rose Creek, which has been forcibly taken over 
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fresh new stories. Still, there is something attractive about remakes. Perhaps 
it’s the nostalgia audiences feel for the movies from their youth. 

Sometimes films are remade to appeal to a different audience. The samurai 
movies of famed Japanese filmmaker Akira Kurosawa were difficult to 
appreciate culturally by general audiences in North America and Europe 
until several were made into Westerns. In 1960, for example, Kurosawa’s 
“Seven Samurai” was remade by John Sturges into the first iteration of “The 
Magnificent Seven.” Then in 1964, Sergio Leone transformed “Yojimbo” into 
“A Fistful of Dollars.” Even more remarkably, parts of Kurosawa’s “Hidden 
Fortress” was remade by George Lucas into “Star Wars.”

Then this fall, a new version of “The Magnificent Seven” was released with 
the same title. The remake of the remake stars Denzel Washington and is 
directed by Antoine Fuqua, who also directed Washington in his Academy 
Award winning performance in “Training Day,” the 2001 neo-noir crime 
thriller.

Many critics labeled Fuqua’s “The Magnificent Seven” as a post-racial 
Western. In an UPRoxx.com interview, Fuqua said he had no interest in 
telling a racial story. Instead he just wanted “to see Denzel on a horse.” Wash-
ington performs well in the role of Sam Chisholm, and he looks impressive 
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Law, Justice & the Moral Grayscale
Playing out on morality’s grayscale, in contrast, is the plot of David 

Mackenzie’s “Hell or High Water,” a contemporary Western set in rural 
West Texas. The move away from a clear delineation between good and evil 
in Westerns started in the 1960s. Some filmmakers, often foreign, began 
to tinker with the presentation of good and evil. The tension that often 
exists between law and justice enabled these directors to create morally 
ambiguous characters. In Sergio Leone’s trilogy, which popularized the term 
Spaghetti Western (directed by Italians, such as Leone), Clint Eastwood—
wearing a brown hat—played The Man with No Name, who acts outside 
the established boundaries of the law and conventional morality to dispense 
justice, usually to the benefit of the disenfranchised. 

This equivocal “code of the West,” pitting law against justice, is central 
to “Hell or High Water.” The movie starts with two masked men robbing a 
small, rural bank. The audience soon learns that the robbers are brothers, 
Toby and Tanner Howard (played by Chris Pine and Ben Foster) who are 
targeting branches of a regional bank that will soon repossess the family 
ranch. Several months before, the bank convinced the boys’ mother to take 
out a reverse mortgage on the property. Now over $40,000 is owed in back 
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by the Galactic Empire evil Bartholomew Bogue, a corrupt capitalistic and 
environmentally destructive industrialist who also murdered the young 
woman’s husband. The X-Men band of heroes are brought together to 
capture the Death Star plans fight Bogue and his army of darkness. Many 
fall in the defense of Rose Creek, but victory and justice ultimately prevail.

“Seven Samurai” is an innovative film, famous for initiating the above 
common plot scheme of a band of heroes gathering to accomplish a risky 
goal. For a remake to succeed, the plot must be refreshed. For example, the 
stock love story that animates “Slumdog Millionaire” was made intriguing 
by the combination of flashback odyssey and the game show contest. 
Nothing ingenious is attempted in Fuqua’s “The Magnificent Seven.”

Still a much-used plot can be rescued through character development. 
This is no easy feat. It is a challenge for a director to introduce a single 
character and then provide depth and nuance over the next two hours. 
Developing seven characters presents a monumental challenge. Fuqua 
gives Chisholm the most screen time; therefore the audience connects 
most strongly to him and his story. Faraday ranks second in screen 
time but provides little more than comic relief, which facilitates only a 
superficial connection with the viewer. The when Faraday (SPOILER 
ALERT) sacrifices himself for the cause, the audience doesn’t see why he 
would do so—or care. The only other character with depth is Goodnight 
Robicheaux, who struggles with PTSD after the Civil War. But this 
character dimension is not allowed to ripen.

As Bazin would appreciate, however, “The Magnificent Seven” 
does a terrific job of presenting evil. Peter Sarsgaard’s performance 
as Bartholomew Bogue provides a clear embodiment of malevolence 
throughout the film, albeit somewhat stereotypical. 

“The Magnificent Seven” struggles with what plagues most action 
adventure movies today: overloading the audience’s senses with stunning 
imagery and deafening sound. Although the movie was successful ($93 
million in domestic returns), the action eye candy fails to evoke genuine 
drama. Instead, audiences experience waves of glamorized violence 
highlighting the fighting skills of the seven heroes without regard for 
the consequences of their actions. One nameless foe after another falls, 
without a sense of how this advances the protagonists towards their goal. 
In “Seven Samurai,” Kurosawa makes a point of showing the number of 
enemies, their deaths and the reduction of their number. The audience 
sees the enormity of the task, action towards victory and the consequences 
of that action. Kurosawa succeeds where Fuqua fails: presenting the clear 
articulation of narrative through action.
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world has little time or room for. Working as his trusty companion is Ranger 
Alberto Parker, who is half Native American and half Mexican. Ranger 
Parker has assimilated into the white man’s world as much as he can. Even 
his last name is Anglo. Even so, he still suffers Hamilton’s playful abuse, who 
treats Parker as a moron (the meaning of “tonto” in Spanish), accusing him 
of dressing like him—which is ridiculous because the Rangers all wear the 
same uniform—and reminding him of his Native culture.

The two Texas Rangers, iconic images of the old West, are good men who 
also represent surrender to a changing world. As they stake out a local bank 
waiting for the brothers to attempt a robbery, 
Hamilton needles Parker about his Indian 
roots, saying, “Maybe your people lived in 
caves.” Parker finally responds to Hamilton’s 
racial comments, saying, “Your people did 
too.” Then Parker points out that Hamil-
ton’s ancestors suffered the same fate as the 
Indians: “[S]omeone came along and killed 
them and broke them down and made you 
into one of them.”

Parker’s assimilation is old news. He is 
just as much a Texas Ranger and cowboy 
as Hamilton, albeit a very polite version. 
Now it’s the true cowboys who are at risk. 
Throughout the film, we see cowboys who 
recognize an end is coming. “I wonder why 
my kids refuse to do this,” one tired cowboy, 
who is driving cattle, laments sarcastically. In 
another scene, when a young boy discovers 
he is going to inherit a ranch, he asks, “What 
am I going to do with a ranch?” 

Also standing against the forces of change 
are the robbers, Toby and Tanner Howard. 
Soon after his mother’s death, Toby Howard 
finds himself underemployed, divorced and behind on his child support. 
His only inheritance, the family ranch, is about to be repossessed by Texas 
Midlands Bank. Like the strong, quiet cowboy heroes so often seen in 
Westerns, Toby is forced into a role he is very reluctant to take—not for his 
gain, but for that of his children. Toby recruits his outgoing and impulsive 
brother Tanner as his “Kemosabe.” Even though Tanner is white, he identi-
fies with the Comanche which, according to a warrior he meets in a casino, 
now means “enemies forever.”

In the first 60 years of film, the Western 
was by far the most popular film genre. 

In its heyday in the 1950s, the number of 
Western films produced outnumbered all 
other genres combined. The Western mystique 
ranged far beyond film and publishing, greatly 
influencing the mediums of television and 
popular music, as well as American fashion, 
cuisine, politics—every aspect of American 
life. Though the Western has shown a steady 
decline in popularity over the past four 
decades, its significance is still clear today, 
because—as yet—no other distinct national 
mythology has risen to take its place.
From The Psychology of the Western:  
How the American Psyche Plays Out on Screen
By William Indick

payments and fees, and not only will the brothers soon lose their heritage, 
but oil was recently discovered on the ranch.

Seeing an opportunity to break generational cycles of poverty in his 
family, Toby concocts the scheme: Pay back the bank with money that he 
and his older brother, an experienced criminal who has been out of jail for 
only a year, will steal from the same bank. This homemade sense of justice 
is challenged when two Texas Rangers, Marcus Hamilton (played by Jeff 
Bridges) and Alberto Parker (played by Gil Birmingham) begin investigating 
the robberies, which raises the question whether the law will prevail instead.

Neo-Western
“Hell or High Water” has several elements in common with the traditional 

Western, such as the storyline of a bank threatening a farming or ranching 
family. The leading character roles—the cowboy(s) and the Indian—are the 
most classic, but the presentation of these types in “Hell or High Water” 
move the film towards what critics call a neo-Western.

The lawmen are two Texas Rangers modeled after Tonto and the Lone 
Ranger. Just weeks from retirement, Marcus Hamilton is “lone” because 
he is the last of a dying generation, clinging to a vision of the West that the 
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The 2016 short film “You Beautiful Crazy Blind Cripple” is a 
30-minute romantic comedy written and produced by Daniel 
Bielinski, and directed and edited by Marek Dojs (both professors 
at the University of Mary). The film stars K.K. Moggie and Daniel 
Bielinski, and was shot near New Salem, North Dakota. The year 
before, Beilinski and Dojs released a short, titled “The Good 
Father,” which was shot in Bismarck and Mandan. The film won 
several awards, including a Gold Remi from the Houston Interna-
tional Film Festival and the Best Short Drama award at the South 
Dakota Film Festival.

encounter the “natives”—a population of highly advanced robotic hosts 
who play all the typical roles in Western movies and are programmed to 
fulfill a guest’s every desire. While some guests are attracted to saloons 
and gunfights in town, others head for the open plains where outlaws 
and Indian warriors abound. These Western scenarios are convincingly 
realistic, but meant more as a pretext for living “free of rules, laws or 
judgment.” This means the worst of what the viewer can imagine but 
happily is spared from seeing in graphic detail.

The ultimate showdown for each guest’s Westworld experience 
is between good and evil, as is fundamental to traditional Western 
mythology. In this sense, “Westworld” is both a sci-fi and retro-Western. 
The moral drama plays out not only among moral, amoral and perhaps 
downright evil human selves, but more significantly regarding the emer-
gence of artificial intelligence, memory and even self-consciousness 
among the robots. Abusing machines is not illegal, although sometimes 
or often immoral from a traditional moral perspective. But what happens 
when robots develop sentient selves? 

The technological world envisioned in “Westworld” is fast approaching. 
While it is unknown how far artificial intelligence will progress, already we 
are experiencing mass computerization, the Internet of Things, pervasive 
automation and the proliferation of robots, including sexbots. And then 
there’s cyber-human integration that blurs the man-machine border. 

“Westworld” challenges the audience to reflect not only on the ongoing 
technological revolution, but more importantly on our moral character. In 
the eyes of Westworld’s cyber-hosts, humans are the savages, and it’s only a 
matter of time before robots ascend as moral heroes.

“Westworld” is either a well-crafted wake-up call to humanity to have 
humanity, or a Western to end all people. ±

Machines will be 
singing the song, 
‘Anything you can do, 
I can do better; I can 
do anything better 
than you’. 

Nils Nilsson, PhD

Other than Tanner, the only one who knows Toby’s plan is his attorney. 
When asked why he is helping, the lawyer replies, “To see you boys pay 
those bastards back with their own money; well, if that ain’t Texan I don’t 
know what is.” There is no doubt what the law says, but justice transcending 
legalism prevails. Still there is a sense that this is a Western to end all 
Westerns. 

“Hell or High Water” premiered at the Cannes Film Festival and was 
nominated for four Academy Awards: Best Picture, Best Supporting Actor 
(Jeff Bridges), Best Original Screenplay and Best Film Editing.

High Stakes Western
“Westworld” is a darkly fascinating sci-fi Western series that won two 

awards at the 2016 Critics Choice Awards and received three Golden Globe 
nominations. The dramatic series is based on the 1973 Michael Crichton 
movie of the same name, starring Yul Brynner. Set in the near future,  
Westworld is a Western-themed amusement park where wealthy patrons  
pay thousands of dollars to escape the restrictions of contemporary life, 
where they can “live without limits.” 

In frontier towns and roaming through the vast wilderness, guests 
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